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The bow and arrow were invented at least
60,000 to 70,000 years ago and for 99% of
that time children learned archery the same
way they learned everything else: by doing.
At first a child probably played at archery
using a found bent stick. Later, they might
have been given a purpose–built youth bow
(short in length with a weak draw pull)
made from basic materials or from a broken
adult bow, cut down. Arrows were probably
also “hand me downs” and if a child showed
enough promise with the bow and arrow,
they might be invited to join the hunter’s
circle and begin the arduous task of working
their way up from the least desirable tasks.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the way of the bow.
Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast knowledge of how youths were
taught during this period, both then and now, starting in his native England, expanding
to the rest of the U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is charming, too. Fully illustrated.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
The Definition of Insanity
The definition I am referring to in
the title of this editorial is the one
that is often attributed to Albert
Einstein, namely “doing the same
thing over and over and expecting
different results is a form of insanity” This, of course, applies to
archery (Big time!). It also applies
to what I am doing. I do not know
how long I will continue to edit
Archery Focus but at this point we
are going year to year. At the end
of 2018, Claudia and I commited
to “one more year.” This provides a
little structure to our AF life in
that we won’t wake up one morning thinking “we do not want to do
this any more” and not have a plan
as to what to do.
Because of our “annual review
and re-commitment” we realized
that as of Issue 23-3 (May-June
2019) we will have been doing this
for twenty years, which is a long
time to do anything. We are still
having fun working with authors
and designing new issues and so
on and we still enjoy finding new
authors and encouraging the ones
we have had for some time, but
there is a way you can encourage us
to keep going! If you like AF and
like what we are doing, please
adopt the goal of finding one more
subscriber for this magazine. If a
sizable number of you do that, it
will have a positive impact on our
ability to keep going.
Not only that, your club or
team can sign up (for free!) as an
Archery Focus Affiliate and make
money for your group every time

you get someone to subscribe (how
to do this are in the ad on page
28).
As always, we wish you a fabulous new year, full of archery
pleasure and success!
After bragging about getting new
authors to share their ideas and
wisdom with you, we don’t have
any in this issue! I do have a number of new authors working on
things but none of those are ready
just yet.
We are, however, always grateful for our “regulars,” those authors
who provide wonderful ideas to
help coaches and archers “get better at what they do,” which is after
all our primary mission. Tom
Dorigatti is back on track with his
personal history of compound-era
equipment, this time he is writing
about single sear release aids. Bob
Ryder is back with additional
compound bow tuning protocols
for those of us who shoot with
“training wheeels” (Of which I am
one, so please no cards and letters!). Simon Needham and I are
wrapping up our series of “Getting
to …” articles which began three
years ago. (Wow!) The whole purpose of the series is to sketch out
what was needed for archers to
reach reasonably high plateaus of
performance. If you are inclined to
want more in that series, we will
follow up on things that fell off our
wagon along the way and I have
already started to work on Simon
to make sure he keeps contribut-

ing. His books on Olympic
Recurve archery (The Art of
Repetition and The Competitve
Archer) are gold mines of advice for
the Recurve set. I learned a great
deal from reading them and recommend them to all of my
Recurve students.
William Moltzan hasn’t run
out of ideas for DIY projects, so he
is back with a strength trainer you
can make for yourself. Note if you
make archery gear for yourself or a
youth program, consider writing it
up to share the wealth. We pay
authors!
And the wonderful Hugh Soar
has another article on archery history for us. This one is on how
arrows were made in the 18th and
19th centuries. The scores shot
then with such “unmatched” sets
of arrows is a testament to the
archers of those times.
Happy New Archery Year!
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hunting with a bow and arrow since he was
10 years old. Although bowhunting was his
primary objective, target archery quickly took
a front seat for the times when hunting season
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First bow 40# recurve Scorpion by Blackhawk. Bought with my paper route money.
Hunted for deer 1978-1982 with Bear Magnum 70# compound. Olympic Recurve 20052011. 2011-current target compound, Hoyt
Contender. Have built my own arrows since
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2005. Build other archery-related items on
my lathe and mill.
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The Single Sear
Release Aid
Revolution
by Tom Dorigatti
When release aids were first legalized in the
NFAA in 1971, a key element of the legalization was
that there were not to be any moving mechanical
parts. As I have previously described, ledge releases
were the first to come along. Then the ledges gave
way to rope-type releases, that is those that used a
“rope” that wrapped around the string under the
arrow nock and were either held in place with the
thumb, or, later on, a “spike” (thus the name “ropespike” release) that you used a lot of first finger pressure on the release and rotated the release rope off the
spike by either squeezing your back muscles together,
or squeezing with your third and fourth finger; or
both, while letting up on the first finger. These releases did hang around for a short time, only to fall out of
favor once the Stanislawski hinged release came along
around 1972. A key element of the legalization rule
was that the “release finger had to support the weight
of the bow.”
Once releases with moving parts were allowed,
“single sear” releases started to come on strong. Dates
are hard to determine because there was a common
wisdom “rule” that anything new in archery always
6

started on the West Coast (usually California) and
moved slowly eastward. That movement took about
three years to complete its course.
As I’ve stated earlier, I was pretty much forced
into shooting a release aid full-time in 1973 when it
became impossible for a decent finger shooter to
compete against people shooting release aids (and
soon to come, compounds with release aids). So, I
ended up finally braving it out and taking the plunge
with home-made rope-spike release aids. I still have
my first home-made rope-spike release aids today,
and I must admit that they still work and function
well, albeit they are a bit touchy with today’s high letoff compounds.
I still think much of the reason they finally started to allow mechanical release aids back then wasn’t
so much being the moving parts; it was rather for
safety’s sake. Once the ledge releases bit the dust, and
rope releases became the rage, there was still a huge
concern about losing a shot off the release from your
finger slipping on the rivet (double loop release aid),
or getting distracted and losing a shot off the release
as you were pulling it back. I must admit that even
Archery Focus

with the rope-spike releases, it was easy to “lose one”
on the way to full draw and first, lose the arrow into
the trees (score: zero), and get a fat lip in the process.
The same was/is true with the trip-gate releases; a
minor distraction and you could easily lose one as you
drew back your bow to anchor.
So, the rules were loosened up a bit, and your
teeth stayed a bit tighter as you now had a safety valve
with regard to something mechanical that wouldn’t
fire unless you touched the trigger. We release shooters quickly adopted an acronym for the occasional
foul-up when you mistakenly touched the trigger as
you drew the bow back, or touched it too soon in the
aiming process and it went off before you were
ready…the acronym was “D-T-F-T” (Pronounced,
“Dee-Tee-Eff-Tee”), or “Don’t Touch (the) Frickin’
Trigger.” This acronym still holds true today since
many archers have gone back to shooting trip-gate
release aids that mimic (really “copy”) the age-old
design of Mel Stanislawski’s creation from 1971. As
I’ve often said in my articles, “not much is new with
regard to release aids or much of anything else, the old
stuff has simply been dusted off, cleaned up, and perhaps “improved” upon. They have been made more
ergonomic, more easily adjustable, and having adjustments in smaller increments and holding said adjustment without moving once set. In my opinion, there
are too many things to adjust and this puts today’s
shooter in a position that they spend more time piddling with adjustments than they should. I see shooters who never shoot an entire practice session with
the same release setting. That, however, is another
subject to be addressed later.
I just cannot fathom the marketing ploy so often
seen or heard, you know, “New and Improved!” Just
how can something be “new” and “improved” at the
same time? New and better I could understand.
Single Sear Release Aids
I need to back up just a tad concerning an interesting
release aid that was available in the early 1970’s. It was
invented by Freddie Troncoso, and I only bring it up
because it was/is a pre-cursor to a sort of string hook
up that circumvented the “moving parts” rule by having a string attachment the release aid hooked to. It
also met compliance with the “supporting the weight
of the bow with the release finger(s) rule. What
makes it more interesting is that it also bears similarity to the D-loop we use today, or even the “MagNok” that was used for a short time in the early
2000’s, where a device was attached to the string and
Archery Focus

the arrow had a magnet in it in place of the nock.
Once again, this simply digs up that so many things
in archery aren’t new after all. Remember that there
were and still are metal string attachments that bow
hunters still use to attach their releases to the bow
string! The “twist” to this release aid was that you
actually twisted the release aid to get it to detach from
the string coupler! The illustrations to show how it
worked showed a grouping at a small target at 30
yards! The archer pictured was none other than the
young Freddie Troncoso. Talk about a “single sear”
that isn’t really a sear at all.
Enough for this diversion away from the main
focus of this article. However, I think you see that the
gears were grinding towards the mechanical release
aids, and while they were being used in local clubs,
mechanical releases were still not fully legal, but that
was about to change! Freddie and others were busy
putting their creations to tests and trying to perfect
the mechanism(s). From here on out, it is really difficult for me to get any idea of which design came out
first or from whom. I lived in the Midwest at the
time, so we “out in the sticks” were two or three years
behind, remember? I have written before that I converted over to a Stanislawski Hinge release very early
on and that I still have the first two I ever got. But
that is just the beginning! Once the single sear releases started making the scene, there were so many coming out so fast it was like a whirlwind.
The next photo, courtesy of Dean Pridgen, shows
an early four-finger, single sear release aid that was
“tripped” with the pinky finger. You can see from the
photo that the trigger handle could be changed by
removing the two screws. That also allowed you to
change the curvature and angle of the trigger/finger
slot to better fit how you liked your pinky to sit. If you
look near the release body and the inner end of the
trigger bolt, you will see the small set screw. That set
screw was used to set the “travel” of the single mechanism. The release itself was an adaptation of a few
other brands of releases. The finger mechanism is
similar to the Killian Chek-it release that was considContinued on Next Page
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ered a string burner and called a “snake bite” (for more
reasons than one). The “adjustment” for trigger tension was to go to a lighter or a heavier spring. I had
one and found it to be rather rough in the mechanism
and never could get the trigger bend to fit me properly. I cannot recall the name given to this release, nor
can I recall who made it.

Many of the first single sear releases were made
by removing the wrist strap or the concho from the
release head and simply adding a handle to it to make
the release a “hand-held” release aid. There are very
few concho-style releases available today, but single
sear wrist strap releases are quite common. Some are
regaining popularity as more and more European
shooters and some American shooters are winning
tournaments and even setting World Records with
wrist strap releases. This next photo, courtesy Roger
Wheaton, shows a Barner single sear wrist strap
release aid. You can visualize how easy it would be to
mount the release head on a handle to make the transition.
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The Golden Key ER-300
The next release aid that I personally had experience
with, as did my father, is the famous Golden Key ER300 release aid (see 1973 catalog illustration above,
Courtesy of Golden-Key). This one was a beauty and
had design features well ahead of its time. It was a
wrist strap release that could be activated two ways.
You either held onto the release handle solidly and let
your hand, wrist, and arm relax to allow your back
muscles to take up the slack and it would trip the
release, or you relaxed the fingers that were holding
onto the release and it would fire the release. Of
course, the second method would lead to a panicked
triggering of the release aid when in a hurry. My
father tried that method and it wasn’t long until he
had to put the release away. I don’t know if he ever
recovered from firing that ER-300 in the “let go of
the fingers” manner. The way the mechanism worked
is that the strap is connected to the release body with
a rope. The rope is connected to the release body
through a “pin mechanism” that is the core of the single sear. You can see that there is adjustment to the
length of the pin so that you can fine tune the length
a bit better. You simply cocked the gate, hooked your
rope around the bowstring and onto the release aid
and then set your index and middle finger onto the
release body. You made sure you had allowed slack in
the release aid so you didn’t “pull the pin” too early,
drew back the bow, anchored, aimed and slowly allow
your wrist to relax so that your back muscles/wrist
would pull the pin and trigger the release aid. There
were two problems with this release aid that made me
give it up. First, the section of rope that connected the
wrist strap to the body of the release was constantly
stretching or the knot would slip, especially if that
Archery Focus

rope got wet! Second, it didn’t take much for you to
let your hand relax too far during the draw back or
when settling in to have the shot fire before you were
ready. I remember losing a state tournament as a
result of one shot getting away from me and the arrow
going off into the trees never to be seen again. Freddie
did improve upon the ER-300, however, when he
replaced the section of rope with a “ball chain” similar
to what soldiers use for their dog-tags. This allowed
for no stretching at the wrist strap end, yet adjustability. There also was more adjustability for length where
the chain connected to the release body along with a
lock down mechanism. However the problem of letting loose or allowing the stretching of your

wrist/forearm too early persisted. See photo belowleft, courtesy of Pat Dorigatti, from John Dorigatti’s
release collection.
Crack Shot Hunting Release
Another batch of single sear releases soon came
around and of course, I just had to try a couple of
them out. The first one I tried was the Crack Shot
Hunting Release. The release hook places metal directly onto the bow string and even with the use of an
eliminator button, the release just wasn’t forgiving of
any twist or turn of the release body. In addition the
metal contact directly to the bowstring was problematical because the shooter didn’t get many shots out of
the bow before failure of the center serving. It wasn’t
uncommon to shoot 56 targets in one day for a field
tournament in the earlier to mid 1970’s! The mechanism also wasn’t very smooth. However, it came to
pass that “metal eliminator buttons” which were addons to the bow string similar to the string coupler
were made, and that did alleviate some of the problem
(see photo next page).
Stuart “Hot-Shot” Single Sear Release
Keith Stuart made what he called the “Hot-Shot”
release aid. It was made in two models: a third finger
Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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option. I initially tried out the thumb trigger model
but could never get used to pushing in on the thumb
to get the release to trip. The photo below, courtesy
Roger Wheaton, shows the Keith Stuart Original
Hot-Shot Thumb Model release aid.

The Crack Shot Hunting Release

trigger model, and a thumb trigger model. Both models were quite comfortable to manage in the hand.
Both were a much needed improvement for target
archers by adding the rope around the bow string

My “Hot-Shot” of choice was the fourth finger
model. I managed to get two “good ones” in that the
mechanisms in both releases were smooth and quiet
when operated. Some of the releases were really
“rough” and you could hear the mechanism as it
moved. The only adjustment on the release was the
amount of trigger travel. In addition, you couldn’t set
the release on the edge with regard to trigger travel
because the mechanism wasn’t yet that refined. One

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Coach!
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is an
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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item of note here is that apparently Stuart (or whoever made them for him) also made the same identical
releases for other companies too! I won a lot of $1 and
$5 bets with my releases because both of them,
instead of being stamped “Hot-Shot” in the body of
the release, were stamped “Carroll’s”! People would
ask how I liked my “Hot-Shot” and I would tell them
it wasn’t a “Hot-Shot,” it was a “Carroll’s.” They’d
argue with me and I’d bet them a dollar or sometimes
even five dollars that my release was not a “HotShot.” They would take the bet, and lose. I actually
had both of those releases from around 1975 until,
believe it or not, 1993 when I finally sold both of
them to a guy that wanted two more as spares to hunt
with. He had been hunting with “Hot-Shot” releases
so long that he’d about worn his out. I wasn’t using
mine anymore, so I sold both of them to him. The
photos below show the Stuart Hot-Shot releases; one
with the paint worn away, and the other with the
bright red paint worn, but still evident. Notice in the
second photo that my father had his set up with a
smaller rope and that the rope length was adjustable
through the use of a knot in the rope. When the parachute cord got wet and then dried out, the length of
the rope would shrink and force you to change the
rope on the release.

The next photo (below) is of my wife, Sherry
shooting her Carroll’s compound bow and yes, using
her “Carroll’s” release aid, circa 1975. Her followthrough and shot explosion were terrific! This
woman was “deadly,” especially at 50 yards! Her bow
peaked at 32# and the holding weight was 26# with a
27˝ AMO draw length. At an Ohio District #5 target
shoot, Sherry shot a perfect score at 50 yards on an
American round, and claimed five, not just one, but
five “6-gold pins” for 50 yards in the same day. She
and I also won the District #5 Titles for Women’s and
Men’s Unlimited that same day.
Continued on the Next Page

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.
Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effectively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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The Annie Rue Release
Sometime around 1974, another single sear release
aid that was going to eventually be turned into a double sear release aid came onto the scene and was a
prize winning release and used by many professional
archers, the Annie Rue release aid. It was a single sear
thumb trigger release which was adjustable for trigger
tension and trigger travel (photo below, courtesy Dean
Pridgen). I never had success with this release aid, but
then again, I’ve never had success with any other
thumb trigger release either. My successes with
thumb triggers have literally been “hit or miss.” This
release eventually got “turned into” a double sear
release aid that caught hold with Dean Pridgen and
the “Fail-Safe” release line. If you compare the Annie
Rue’s shape to the Fail-Safe II by Dean Pridgen, they
are nearly identical. The “guts” inside, however differ.
My fondest memory of the Annie Rue is that it was
easily opened up and we packed it with Vaseline to
keep the mechanism operating smoothly.
The FailSafe II by Dean Pridgen and the FailSafe

Annie Rue release, photo courtesy of Dean Pridgen
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line, plastic models by “Golden Eagle,” were
adjustable for trigger travel. The other adjustment on
the FailSafe II or the FailSafe Golden Eagle was that
they could be set to fire via thumb trigger, little finger
trigger, or both. If set up for both thumb and little
finger, you were never sure which finger was firing the
release. I’ll save a discussion of that until I cover the
double sear releases in a subsequent article.
Yet another release, this one by, I think, Freddie
Troncoso is the “Cascade” release aid. It came in a few
different models, the Cascade I, which was single sear,
thumb operated, and the Cascade II, which was also
single sear, but you pushed in on the trigger to draw
the release back and “let go” of the trigger to get it to
fire. Once again, I never had much success with this
release either, so it was short term. My father, however did hang onto his and just like the ER-300, he had
problems with the “letting go” of the thumb to get the
release to fire (photos courtesy of Pat Dorigatti)

Cascade I release, photo courtesy of Pat Dorigatti

Cascade II release, photo courtesy of Pat Dorigatti
Archery Focus

Rolease Release Aid
The Rolease release aid never really took off. It is a
fourth finger single sear release aid. The mechanism is
similar to the Fletchmatic releases in that it uses a
roller bearing and the sear is adjusted for travel
against that roller bearing. This design makes the
release aid very smooth, but again, the only adjustment is the travel (or speed) of the release. Initially
the release came with a heavy stainless steel barrel for
your fourth (ring) finger to set on, or if you flipped
the release over, you could “pull” on that barrel with
your thumb. I tried it both ways, and yet again, had
problems with working the release with my thumb.
The other adjustment you could make is to extend the
length of the 8-32 bolt so that you can shoot the
release with your pinky. I tried that, but it made my
hand uncomfortable, made me uncomfortable
because I didn’t know which finger was triggering the
release. I only shot the Rolease release for maybe a year
or two at most, often switching back to either my
Stan or my “Carroll’s”.

tioning on the thumb trigger models (photos courtesy of
Roger Wheaton and Pat Dorigatti).

The Fletchmatic release, 3rd or 4th finger model

The Fletchmatic release, thumb model, photo courtesy of
Pat Dorigatti

The Rolease release, ca. 1982

Fletchmatic Single Sear Releases
One of the most popular single sear releases are the
Fletchmatic releases. They come in both a wrist style
release, and three iterations of hand held releases. All
of them use a roller bearing type of mechanism that is
smooth as silk and very adjustable. The hand held
models wear well and also shoot as smooth as silk. I
don’t see many of them on the line these days, but in
the 1980’s they were very, very popular. I even saw
people competing with Fletchmatics as late as 2001.
The iterations for the handhelds were a pinky finger/ring finger model and a pair of thumb trigger
models. You can see the difference in the trigger posiArchery Focus

The Fletchmatic release, thumb model, photo courtesy of
Roger Wheaton

Weight Adjustable Single Sear Releases?
Remember earlier when I said that a lot of things
today were tried and tested decades ago, fell out of
favor and vanished only to reappear again as “new” or
“new and improved” designs? Well, I said that and
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placed it in this article where I did for a reason.
Back in 1973, as far as I can tell, once again,
Freddie Troncoso and Golden Key invented a release
aid that operated on, you guessed it, draw weight (for
recurve shooting) or holding weight (for compound
bow shooting)! This release never really took off and
I recall only seeing a couple of them from time to
time. But it certainly was tried and tested. The release
was called the Versa-T Weight Adjustable Release. I
also believe you could adjust the length of the barrel
to fine tune your anchor (see photos below and above
right, courtesy Dean Pridgen). This type of release aid
has indeed made a comeback from at least two well
known manufacturers, Carter Enterprises with their
“Evolution” and “Revolution,” and Stanislawski
Archery Products with their “Element,” which are
both weight sensitive release aids. They are very effective in teaching consistent form, but many shooters
who try these releases will immediately blame the
release aid as changing from day to day. I wrote an
article some years ago concerning the Carter
Evolution and the data indicate that it isn’t the release
that changes, but it is rather the operator makes small
changes in hand angle, hand positioning, or release
angle from shot to shot or day to day and these small
changes directly affect how the release fires.

Golden Key Versa-T release catalog listing, courtesy of Golden Key

Hydraulic Release Aids
Sometime in the mid-1970’s (I want to say 1975), an
inventor (can’t remember or find the name) made a
hydraulic release aid. By hydraulic, I mean that it had
fluid inside and when you pressed the trigger, the
fluid moved from one chamber to another and when
the fluid got low, the release mechanism would trip
14

Golden Key Versa-T release, photo courtesy oif Dean Pridgen

and fire the shot. The huge problem with this release
was that it was very, very temperature sensitive and on
a hot day, the release would be super fast and on a cold
day, it would fire very slowly. It would also change
with regard to atmospheric pressure as well. These
were not all bad things, but it drove archers nuts by
the release being about as inconsistent as the archer.
Recently, SCAT releases have hit the scene. SCAT
stands for “Siegfried Controlled Automatic Trigger”).
These, too are hydraulic release aids, one is in a caliper
wrist-strap release, and the other is handheld. The
manufacturer claims the timing can be adjusted from
1-6 seconds. Load the release onto the string or Dloop, press in the trigger, anchor, let off the trigger
and hang on. If you want to stop it, you simply press
the trigger back in to stop the hydraulic process. The
releases have a needle valve that adjusts the flow rate.
As to how to keep it consistent with regard to temperature, I can only guess. The prices aren’t significantly higher than any of the hand held top of the line
models from other manufacturers. To find them, just
search the Internet for “SCAT Releases.”
Conclusion
I could just about write a whole book exclusively
about the single sear archery release aids. They are
still out there and are being used mostly on the hunting scene. For example, many of the wrist strap release
aids are still of a single sear design. The less expensive
models don’t have trigger adjustments at all. Some
have travel adjustment. The more expensive releases
have travel and tension adjustment.
The handheld single sear releases bridged the gap
between rope-spike and hinge releases and the more
modern and smoothly operated double sear release
Archery Focus

aids so common in the handheld release aid market.
For the sake of brevity and also from a knowledge
standpoint, I chose to write about those single sear
releases that I have had direct experience with. I didn’t discuss them all either, but rather the ones that I
either quickly abandoned or those that I stuck with
for quite some time. A student of the game and
release aids can see the progression and changes to the
ergonomics and the changes in the mechanisms and
adjustability of today’s release aids versus those of the
“Release Aid Invasion” of the 1970’s. So much could
be discussed, and so little time and space to discuss
them all. I could well imagine if one was to go on a
search for just single sear release aids, the types and
styles would easily number in the hundreds. As with
anything, you get what you pay for. If you want
smoothness, good ergonomics, and adjustability that
holds an adjustment and doesn’t wear out, you are
going to pay for it. That decision is up to you and you
alone as to what your goals in archery happen to be.
Good Shooting,
Tom Dorigatti

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won
numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition, as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993
FITA World Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no
longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding
techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and
which are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use
in field archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in
unmarked shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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More Advanced
Tuning of
Compound Bowss
by Bob Ryder, JMU Coach
We can talk for days about all the cool techniques people have come up with for tuning compound bows but we will focus here on just a few items
that I think will give you the best return on the time
you invest. That certainly doesn’t mean that I discount
the value of the techniques not included in this article. It simply means that as a team coach being pulled
in twenty different directions at one time you owe it
to yourself and to your team to focus on whatever will
deliver the greatest improvement of the overall team
performance rather than spending an inordinate
amount of your time with the team working on things
with diminishing returns.
Fine Tuning
for Indoor Competition
We’ve got all your compound archers equipment set
up within the correct parameters and helped them to
successfully complete paper tuning their bows. Now
what we want to do while we are indoors is to help
them with another technique to fine tune the nocking
point and arrow rest locations. A little tuning exercise
I like to call “Taggin’ the Line.”
Taggin’ the Line
Have each of your
archers, who are participating in fine tuning,
number all their arrows.
Then have each of them
take electrical tape or
painter’s
tape
wide
enough to see at 18 m and
put it in a straight line
across the back side of a
target face.
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Focus on the Nocking Point
1. Have your archers hang their targets up with the
line running horizontally.
2. Have your archers shoot six arrows across the line
while concentrating on keeping their sight pins on
the tape. We don’t care about left and right spacing, only our elevation and staying on the line.
3. Pull any bad shots out of consideration and then
measure the group variance in height, record the
variance.
4. Have them adjust their nocking point/D-loops up
1⁄16˝ and then repeat the exercise recording the
change and the variance for each new location. If
the variance decreases continue moving the
nocking point/D-loop up in 1⁄16˝ increments until
the variance increases.
5. Then move the nocking point/D-loop down
1⁄16˝ at a time until the variance increases again.
Compare the recorded variances and set the nocking point to the location with the smallest variance.
Focus on the Rest Position
1. Have your archers hang targets with the line running vertically.
2. Then have them shoot
six arrows down the
tape while concentrating on keeping their
sight pins on the tape.
We don’t care about
our spacing up and
down,
only
our
windage and staying
on the line.
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Adjust your tied on nocking pointr and/or D-loop by twisting in up
or down the serving as required or even applying a new D-loop.

3. Pull any bad shots out of consideration and then
measure the group variance left to right, recording
the variance.
4. Have them move their rest 1⁄16˝ to the left and
repeat the exercise recording the change and the
variance for each new location. If the variance
decreases continue moving the rest to the left until
the variance increases.
5. Then have them move their rest 1⁄16˝ to the right
and repeat the exercise. Record the variance and if
it decreases have them continue the exercise
changing the rest location 1⁄16˝ at a time until the
variance increases again. Compare the recorded
variances and return the rest to the location with
the smallest variance.
6. To complete fine tuning of their rest positions,
start this exercise over at this setting recording the
variance.
7. Have them move the rest 1⁄32˝ to the left and then
repeat the exercise recording the change and the
variance for each new location. If the variance
decreases continue moving the rest until the variance increases again.
8. Then move the rest 1⁄32˝ at a time to the right
until the variance increases again. Compare the
recorded variances and return to the setting with
the smallest variance.

includes having all your students get a sight setting
for 10 meters and finding or setting up a buttress that
will accommodate their need for about a 6 foot (2
meter) group, top to bottom. If you aren’t fortunate
enough to have a backstop of those dimensions an
easy option is to set one 48 matt on the ground in
front of matt already mounted on a target stand (see
photo). Before shooting please secure the second matt
to the stand in a manner that will prevent the second
matt from falling over on their arrows. While we may
not need all of them, mark distances from 10 to 70
meters from the target at 10 meter increments. Now
install an aiming spot or a small target near the top of
the upper target matt.
Have your archers perform this exercise one at a
time to avoid confusion.
1. Set their sights on their 10-meter mark
2. Aiming all shots at the target or aiming spot and
without changing their sights have them shoot an
arrow from the 10-meter line, 20-meter line, 30meter line and so on backing up as far as they can
without shooting an arrow so low as to miss the
available space on the target matts.
3. Have your archers shoot an extra shot to replace
any bad shots that they may shoot in the process
remembering to pull the bad shots from the group
before analysis.

Fine Tuning for Outdoor Competition
Working with your archers over months of indoor
practice and competition allows you time to help
them develop their skills and muscle memory so when
we venture into the great outdoors with the greater
challenges we will face there, we can be confident that
our students will be up to the challenge.
The Walk Back Method
Preparation for testing with the Walk Back Method
Archery Focus

Continued on the Next Page
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The Analysis
1. C o m p o u n d
archers who are
skilled enough
to benefit from
this
exercise
will find their
arrows fit into
one of three
basic group patterns.
2. Pattern #1 A
straight line top
to bottom, is
most desirable
and indicates
that “All Systems are Go”
and that no
adjustment of
rest position is
required.
3. Pattern #2 A
diagonal line to
the left top to
bottom, is an
indication that
the rest is too
far to the right.
Try moving the arrow rest 1⁄32˝ to the left and try
the exercise again. Continue until you achieve Pattern #1 (for RH archer/reverse for LH)
4. Pattern #3 A diagonal line to the right top to bottom, is an indication that the rest is too far to the
left. Try moving the arrow rest 1⁄32˝ to the right
and try the exercise again. Continue until you
achieve Pattern #1. (for RH Archer/reverse for
LH)
5. There is another Basic Group pattern which I will
simply refer to as the spray. That pattern or lack
thereof is simply an indication that this archer is
not ready for this test.
Taggin’ the Line … Again
Repeat the Taggin’ the Line tuning method outdoors,
at the longest distance your archers have shown proficiency at, making the same observations and adjustments that you used indoors but restricting rest
movements to 1⁄32˝ at a time.
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Group Tuning
Have your archers
shoot groups at
their longest primary distance outdoors, currently 50
m for compounds.
Assuming they are
not already beating
their arrows to
pieces have them
“shoot
‘em
if
they’ve got ‘em.”
(6-12 arrows to
give a full group)
During this exercise I want all of
each
archer’s
arrows shot. What
we are looking for
is a nice tight
round group for
each archer.
What we may
see is:
1. Nice tight round
group – Bob’s
happy, you’re happy
. . . move on
2. Elongated group left to right – Rest position needs
tweaking. Record group size.
• Try a 1⁄32˝ rest adjustment to the left and shoot
again. If it improves continue until it gets
worse, recording the adjustments and the group
sizes.
• Try a 1⁄32˝ adjustment to the right and shoot
again. If it improves continue until it gets
worse, recording the adjustments and the group
sizes.
• Return the arrow rest to the position with the
smallest group size.
3. Elongated group high to low – Nocking
point/string loop position needs tweaking. Record
group size.
• Move your nocking point/string loop down
1⁄32˝ and shoot again. If it improves continue
until it gets worse, recording the adjustments
and the group sizes.
• Move your nocking point/string loop up 1⁄32˝
and shoot again. If it improves continue until it
gets worse, recording the adjustments and the
Archery Focus

group sizes.
stake … and I concur.
• Return the return
the
nocking
Just remember guys—perpoint/string loop to
fectly tuned equipment
the position with
alone won’t make your
the smallest group
kids champions, but what
size.
it will do is make sure that
4. Nice tight round
the equipment they are
group with fliers – The
using will provide them
tune is solid but we
the greatest advantage
need to check if the
possible in their efforts to
fliers are always the
become the best. It starts
same arrows.
with their equipment proIf your archers are getting fliers, try turning the nocks on the flier
• Check the numbers
viding good feedback,
arrows 120 degrees and try again.
of the fliers and
which leads to better
shoot another group.
learning, and from there to better scores. Your help in
• Check the numbers of the fliers and compare to perfecting their shot, properly tuning their bow, and
records.
fully developing their mental game will eventually put
• Try turning the nocks of the fliers 120 degrees them on top of the podium.
clockwise and shooting another group.
Thanks for spending this time with me. I look
• Check fliers again.
forward to seeing you on the shooting field.
• Try turning the nocks of the remaining fliers
120 degrees clockwise. Retire the fliers.
Note Terry Ragsdale is famous for saying that if an
arrow won’t join the group after trying three different
nock positions that arrow’s best use is as a tomato

Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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On Arrow
Construction
by Hugh D.H. Soar

Arrow Heads
Let’s begin with the head. Originally forged, with
either socket or occasionally shank, it moved from a

custom made two piece ‘wrap round’ brazed metal
sheath and ‘stopping’ point, through self-horn, to
drilled brass or steel heads. Latterly invariably parallel, earlier profiles varied considerably in degree of
taper. A late sophistication allowed the tip to unscrew,
revealing a chamber into which small weights could
be inserted to vary forward weight.
Those who hunted had the choice of four styles
of head ranging from ‘small game’ oval or spear shape,
to more substantial oval and barbed broadheads for
deer, and blunts of horn for birds and rabbits, the
blunt killing by trauma or shock and preserving the
rather small amount of meat. In passing, the writer’s
collection includes a 19th C continental hunting arrow
with light game metal broadhead encased in a bone
sheath pinned to the shaft (see photo below). Clearly a
great deal of imagination went into the construction
of these.
Conventionally the head was fitted either directly to the main stele, or to its fore-shaft or “footing.”
This latter was a mid 19th C sophistication and originally a split “Vee.” In time this varied between a

This continental arrow head has a light game metal broadhead . . .
and if you look closely you can see that the ferrule isn’t iron, its horn!

The Alexandra arrow was traditionally red and as you can see the
fletches are applied in a spiral pattern.

Of all archery tackle, pride of place is invariably
accorded to the bow. True, it has charisma and a noble
and valiant history; the mighty English war bow can
truly be claimed saviour of a nation, but what of its
companion, the arrow? Delivered with skill, the
broadhead bob-tailed battle shaft sealed the fate of all
who stood against it.
It is time now to look more closely at this murderous weapon, but in its recreational alter ego, and to
examine its evolution by looking at examples from its
historic past, and drawing upon my recent book
Straight and True: A Select History of the Arrow.
The historic target arrow has eleven distinct
parts, the two part brazed pile or head, the fore-shaft
or footing, the profiled shaft, or stele, the shaftment
on which are the three fletches, the horn nock, and
the cresting. Each of these has undergone substantial
alteration in the course of the last two centuries.
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“three piece,” introduced
by Philip Rounsevelle in
the 1930’s, and later still a
“four piece.”

Fletches
Finally, the fletches. For
many years long triangular
cut feathers were favored,
then, through accident it
was found that short triangular shapes flew truer,
opening the way for the
shield shape found on late
19th C arrows.
A brief but tendentious
introduction was the helically fletched shaft, created
and patented with the support of royalty – it was
named after Queen Victoria’s daughter Alexandria.
After a year or so of mediocre press it was consigned
to the Wood Shed of History, from whence it has
occasionally emerged in modern times. The “bat
wing,” peddled today by modern fletchers was also an
unsuccessful innovation of the mid 19th C (see photo
nect page).

“The historic target arrow has
eleven distinct parts, the two
part brazed pile or head, the
fore-shaft or footing, the profiled
shaft, or stele, the shaftment on
which are the three fletches, the
horn nock, and the cresting.
Each of these has undergone
substantial alteration in the
course of the last two centuries.”

Shafts
Although we come across
more parallel shafts in the
early years, bob-tailed
shafts are not uncommon,
with ‘breasted’ for clout and
distance making a mid to
late 19th C appearance, and
‘barrelling’ in more modern
times. The curious ‘saddled
or ‘double barrelled’ profile found among Mary Rose
shafts did not survive into the post-17th C recreational age.
Nocks
The modest but vital string groove was served by
horn from early times. Sixteenth century battle shafts
used horn slivers for protection against string wear,
and with the advent of the target arrow these quickly
changed from “half ” to “full” horn.

The Asssembly Thereof
Now, we are familiar with the present method of
Continued on the Next Page

Do You Love Archery History?
The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.
Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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tised; even the distincmaking the traditional
tions regarding this proparrow, with emphasis
erty were initially crude,
upon measured weight
being confined to: whipand spine , but what was
py, medium, or stiff. Early
the practice in earlier
practice was to flex arrows
days? By good fortune we
in the fingers and accord
have this detail, set down
for us in of all places, a In the “there is nothing new under the sun” category, this bat-wing ‘pairs’ based upon relative
fletching from the 19th C shows that the versions recently coming
tension.
book on armorials, The
back into favor are not a new invention.
There is mention of
Academy of Armory.
Here, summarised are the stages followed by a weight, and it is probable that this was achieved by
seventeenth century fletcher: it began with cleaving a use of silver coinage, a practice which was universal
log to create the basic stave. Then followed ‘Pointing,’ until the 20th C and the development and use of the
which is cutting from the rough with a knife, then grain scale.
Although coins as units of measure were conve‘Ripping,’ giving it a cleaner first rounding, then
‘Shaving,’ rounding it with a hollow shave (small nient and readily to hand, they had one obvious displane); ‘Smoothing,’ polishing the shaft smooth with advantage, they were measured in 3d increments, and
fish skin (equivalent to our sand-paper), then these variations, combined with relatively unsophisti‘Slitting,”preparing the string slot and fitting the cated spine classifications made for significant variahorn, and‘Cross-slitting,’ cutting the string groove in tion between arrows in sets.
The most widely used coin varied between 4s and
the horn. These were followed by ‘Fitting the Head,’
cutting the shoulder to take the pile, ‘Heading,’ gluing 4s 9d for men, and between 2s. and 3s 6d for women.
Expressed in grains 4s=249.08 gn; 4s-3d = 320.90 gn;
on the pile.
With the shaft thus prepared, attention turned to 4s-6d = 392.73 gn; 4s-9d = 414.54 gn; 5s. = 456.35
fletching. This is also itemised. One began by gn; 2s = 124.54gn; 2s-3d = 196.36. gn; 2s-6d =
‘Drawing,’ which was cutting or stripping the feather 211.22gn; 2s-9d = 240.gn; 3s = 283.63 gn, and 3s-6d
from the quill (rachis). Then came ‘Pareing,’ cutting = 305.44.gns (Key: s is shillings, d is pennies, gns is
the back to flatten it; ‘Ribbing,’ removing the remain- grains).
Now for some technical stuff. The writer possessing rachis; ‘Cutting,’ which meant roughly shaping
the fletch, then ‘Pressing,’ placing in wet cloth to even es the bows and sets of arrows belonging to a couple
and straighten the fletches. One then switched to of eminent national champions. Mr. C.J. Longman,
‘Varnishing,’ which was preparing the shaftment to 1883, and Mrs. A. Armitage, 1914. Their bow draw
take the feathers. Then came “Feathering,’ gluing on weights were respectively 47 lbs and 24 lbs.
So, armed with a spine tester measuring in thouthe fletches, then “Cutting,’ by evening length,
sandths of an inch, and indicating recommended
breadth and profile (long, low and triangular).
All being completed, they were finally ‘Poised,’ draw weights, and a grain scale, lets first see how C.J.
that is checked for even length and weight. And final- L’s bows and arrows matched. Longman favored
ly ‘twirled’ to check straightness and ‘paired’ for sale. arrows made by Thomas Aldred, each weighing 4s 6d
Much of this work would have been done by an against silver coin, and we’ll look at a group of six.
apprentice, under the watchful eye of the Master Three values are annotated (see first table, above right)
fletcher. (Fletcher became a
In terms of 19th C
common English surname,
archery, these figures are
like Baker or Cook, but
within reasonable parameunlike Bowyer.)
ters. Despite deflection
There is no mention of
variables which, by altering
spine, of course, as two
velocity marginally might
more centuries were to pass
affect flight, modest fluctubefore this important aspect
ations in weight, and the
of arrow desig and perforsuggestion that he might be
mance was fully recognized
a
touch
‘over-bowed’
and systematically pracNational Champ: Mr

“The distinctions regarding this
property (shaft spine) were initially crude, being confined to:
whippy, medium, or stiff. Early
practice was to flex arrows in
the fingers and accord ‘pairs’
based upon relative tension.”
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Deflection(in) Rec’d DW(lb) Weight(gns)
1.
0.650
40.
400
2.
0.650
40
390
3.
0.600
45
380
4.
0.600
45
390
5.
0.525
50
400
6.
0.650
40
400
For good value we’ll add a seventh.
7.
0.750
35
400
Longman’s tackle passes muster.
Now, let’s turn to National Lady Champion Ethel
Armitage. Because of their lightness and shortness
each is unsuited to a standard deflector, but with a 2
lb weight may be assumed to deflect beyond one inch
and thus be suited to a bow with a draw weight of less
than 25 lbs. What follows therefore is just a comparison between Grain weight and Coin weight (see second table above).
Although 3s 6p predominates in coin value and
would indicate compatability of arrows to a 19th C
archer, the grain value tells a different story, fluctuating between 285, and 300 grains. These arrows are by
F.W. Ayres and do not show that firm in its best light.
Finally, a glance at the bows available to women

Weight(gns) Weight(coins)
1.
340
4s 0p
2.
280
3s 0p
3.
290
3s 6p
4.
310
3s 6p
5.
285
3s 6p
6.
300
3s 6p
For good value we’ll add a seventh.
7.
340
4s 0p
of the time. Looking at a selection of 53 bows taken
at random from my collection, I found fourteen different draw weights, varying between 19 lbs and 36
lbs. On offer to match these were just seven arrowweights, between 2s 6d and 4s 0p.
It has never ceased to amaze me that our past
champions – using only randomly matched gear could
put up the scores they did. Our present competitive
archers, with cloned shafts micro-matched to sophisticated compound bows may look back with justified
respect at their successful forbears.

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Make Your Own
Strength Trainer
by William Moltzan
Many people use just
their bow to strength train
either pulling or holding.
Sometimes you may not
be in the position to use
your bow so here’s where a
strength trainer shows it’s
usefulness. Using a resistance
method
with
Theraband Tubing works
great and if you have ever
had an injury requiring
physical therapy, the therapist may have given you a
piece of this tubing to use at home. My thought
always was not to just pull on a resistance alone but
the unit should reflect actually holding some weight
as well as you would holding your bow.
Using this device, you can make it any pull weight
or physical weight as you like. I use dumbbells from 2
lbs to 10 lbs. Maybe you need to pull a lower weight
than you normally use for an injury or other reason. If
you shop around you can find them about $1 a pound,
my local Walmart for one place. The vinyl ones are

know your bow weight
and have no scale, you can
look your bow up and doc
usually has the weight.
Then look up your stabilizers and sight and add
them all together.
TherabandTM Tubing
is fairly inexpensive and
easy to find. Some physical therapy shops will sell
you some but I found
great deals on eBay. As
low as $1 a foot, average
$1.50 and free shipping. I didn’t know how much I’d
need when first making one of these so I bought a box
of 25 feet for $15 and free shipping.
We’ll also need some thin 3⁄16˝ braided nylon
rope. I had this laying around the garage but when I
bought it, it cost only $3 for 50 ft at Harbor Freight.
Home centers also have this. We don’t want the rub-

Archery DIY
nice but I’m using the ones pictured as I have many
different sizes at home. I don’t recommend dumbbells
that have removable weights. Since the dumbbell will
be held vertically and if one of the collars were to
come loose, the weight could fall off and possibly hit
your foot. These solid dumbbells are so inexpensive
it’s an easy choice. My bow weighs 9 lbs with stabilizerss and sight so I use the 10 lb weight. If you don’t
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ber tubing rubbing on the metal dumbbell or any
rough surface. That’s why we connect it to the dumbbell with the soft braided nylon rope.
Here’s how we make one of these.
Caution Know your limits physically on what you
can pull and hold. Pulling and/or holding more than
you can handle could result in an injury.
All the dimensions I provide will make a strength
trainer that gives me 40 lbs @ 31˝ with a brace height
of 14˝. You could use less tubing but more rope or vise
versa. I start with 6 ft of Theraband Black Tubing.
Black is considered extra heavy. Blue is lighter and silver(gray) is heavier. Black seems perfect for me.
Take your 6 ft piece of tubing and double it up
then tie an overhand knot at the ends. Tighten the
knot so you have 25˝ from the end where doubled to
the beginning of the knot.

worked through the rope loop and the other end won’t
have that.

Take two (2) 26˝ pieces of 3⁄16˝ rope and tie an
overhand knot in each so you have 71⁄2˝ from the
doubled over side to the beginning of the knot.

Half hitch the second rope loop onto the end of
the doubled up tubing. Position the rope knot near
the end of the tubing. Grab the rope loop, open it up
and pull the hose through it. Now there’s a large
enough loop to go around the dumbbell. This makes
it easy to take it off and put it on a different dumbbell
if you want to do that.
Continued on the Next Page

Take one of your rope loops and tie it on to the
tubing at the knot with a half hitch knot. Half hitch
it so the rope knot is near the tubing knot. You want
the loop part farthest from the knots.
Half hitch the attached rope loop to the dumbbell
by threading the tubing through the rope loop then
snug it up. We’ll do the other loop a bit differently.
We needed to do it this way as the knots need to be
Archery Focus
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The unit is complete. Now we need to check the
poundage of the pull, the trainer’s draw weight.

what you’ll need.
It’s easy to change the dumbbell. Just loosen the
rope loops on the dumbbell and put it on a different
one.
This strength trainer has the advantage of working your bow shoulder and your draw muscles at the
same time.
Enjoy!

Use your bow scale and pull to your draw length.
Make another rope loop but smaller to half hitch to
the tubing. You don’t want to put any metal on the
tubing that could chafe it. You can’t really make these
rope loops smaller so if poundage is too light, re-knot
the tubing to shorten the length of it. If too heavy,
make some longer rope loops. You may need to do
both. My setup is only a guide to get you started with

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.
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Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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A Proposed Structure for the
Mental Game of Archery
by Steve Ruis
As I have mentioned (ad nauseum?), I am working
on a major book on the mental game of archery. This
is a long term project as I have too many other things
on my plate to devote all of my time to this one project. Still, I find myself thinking about the topic often,
whether I want to or not. One of my struggles has
been to come up with a framework for the mental
game of archery that coaches and archers can understand, relate to, and use productively. Below I have
outlined such a structure as best I can for now. This is
not a plan to learn how to use the mental game, but is
a map to all of the places the mental game shows up.
A “plan to learn how to use the mental game” is actually on the map (When Not Shooting: Planning to
Learn: Education) and that will be covered extensively.
Basically I want this to help organize this very
broad topic into bites that can be swallowed without
being overwhelmed. (I am often overwhelmed by the
topic and I think it is fascinating. I have students who
look at the topic, shudder, and go back to looking at
how to buy a better score.)
If you have any feedback at this stage, I will be
most grateful if you share your thoughts. Are there
aspects of the mental game I have missed? Are there
things included that shouldn’t be? You can reach me
at steve@archeryfocus.com.

begin shooting that later becomes a mechanism to
get back into normal shooting rhythm as part of a
Recovery Routine. Also, the pre-round routine
needs to be tailored to your archer’s personality. For
example, I dislike being rushed so my routine is to
show up early, help set up the range if needed (I
feel a need to “help.”), get comfortable at the venue.
Shooting Process (Woven Into Shot Sequence)
• Controlling one’s attention, confining it to “the
now”
• Focusing on the external, not internal, aspects of
the shot
• Pre-shot visualization/rehearsal
Between Shots Planning
• Comparison of perception of shot with outcome
of shot, followed by adjustments to shot routine.
(Example: Good shot but arrow hit left of center
due to wind—adjustment: aim off to allow for
wind drift.)
Recovery Routines
• A shot outcome is very much poorer than expected: is there an equipment problem, or a shift in
environmentals (wind, etc.), or a failure to execute
properly? Analysis, adjustment, recovery of shot
routine and rhythm.

While Shooting
Pre-Round Routine
• Preparing for success. Setting up equipment in a
routine to avoid errors. I have a shooting warm-up
routine I recommend all of my students use to
Archery Focus

Post-Competition Review
• Assessment of performance against goals and
expectations. Plan elements are identified for the
future.
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When Not Shooting
Planning to Learn
• Performance Assessments (Group Sizes, Practice
Round Scores, Competition Round Scores, etc.)
• Practice Planning (including mental aspects)
• Education (coaching, seminars, books, articles,
interactions with other archers)
Planning to Compete
• Goals (Ladders to Success)
• Education (competition rules and practices, nutrition, equipment, etc.)
All of these things fall under the adage “Failing to
prepare is preparing to fail.”
It seems that a fair number of drills/exercises have a
mental core which isn’t really emphasized (and maybe
need to be emphasized more). Having a studentarcher shoot up close to an oversized or standard target face to get them used to consistently shooting in
the “gold” or “spot” is large an exercise to expand an
archer’s comfort zones. I can remember the anxiety I
experienced when trying to shoot a “perfect” 300
NFAA Indoor Round. I shot score after score in the

“This is not a plan to learn how
to use the mental game, but is a
map to all of the places the
mental game shows up. ”
high 290’s and became acquainted with the feeling of
relief when I finally missed the 5-ring. (It reduced by
anxiety.) At the same time I also felt disappointment.
(Feelings are strange.)
Shooting arrows into the x-ring repeatedly, even
though you are shooting at a reduced distance and/or
increased target size does change one’s self-image and
raise one’s comfort level with being someone who
always shoots in the center. Is there a physical reason
for that drill? I do not think so.
Having a framework for the entire mental game
of archery would give us a place to park things and
then, later, a way for future archers and coaches to be
able to look things up.
If you have ideas, I do want to hear from you.
Thanks,
Steve

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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Are you tired from trying not to suck?
Are you . . . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder?
Are you . . . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you
aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you . . . ?
Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .
Why You Suck at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Suck at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Want to know why you aren’t as good as you’d like?
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L ARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery, Vols 1 & 2 (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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Getting to 650:
Conclusion
by Simon Needham and Steve Ruis
Simon Begins . . .
As Steve says in his part (below), there is so much
more to archery and coaching than is contained in the
contents of these articles. So to sum up in this final
article of the series I wish to encompass all levels.
The key to success in anything is mental attitude,
especially in archery but not just for archers, but for
coaches, too. A great coach must be a master of the
mental game.
As I have mentioned before, many archers and
coaches believe that as a coach I
am mainly focused on equipment
and tuning. This is partially true
because when starting out with
any archer it is vitally important
that the equipment setup and
tune is the best for that archer at
their current level. There is no
excuse for a poor setup for an
archer at any level, even club
bows should be set up by one of
your archers by shooting it so the
arrow leaves the bow in a flat trajectory (good nocking point position). It is a good task for your
archers so they can learn to make these adjustments
from watching the flight path of their arrows. It helps
with their understanding of what happens when they
shoot, as club bows are usually low powered it can be
much easier to see what is happening in flight. This is
so vitally important because the bow needs to give
high quality feedback to the archer so he can learn
well and quickly. A poorly set up bow will send all
kinds of mixed messages.
Strength is the second level to deal with, the more
you shoot the stronger you get, the path to 1000

arrows a week may well start with an archer practicing at one session a week.
Underlying all of this from the very start of their
introduction to archery and talking to their coach the
first time is the coach’s mental attitude letting them
know what they can do, telling them how to draw the
bow and improve their shot. This a coach must have
from the very start, and must be transferred to the
archer in word and action from the first session.
In the past month we had a new member join our
club, with the desire to go to the
Paralympics. He is former military, so is no stranger to the principles of shooting. He is fairly
new to archery and was introduced to it in the south of
England and, as he has moved to
our area in Scotland, it was suggested he get in contact with our
club and me to help set him on
his desired path. I have had a
chat with him about equipment
and what to look for at the
moment, namely a good quality
second-hand riser, and limbs at a
weight that he can handle at the moment. We have
talked about slowly increasing practice time, and the
introduction of Reversals to start building strength.
And we have already been talking about improving
his mental game. He is now aware that his attitude in
all aspects of his life must reflect a healthy mental
attitude to succeed. To that end he has already bought
Lanny Bassham’s With Winning in Mind audio book,
which I have suggested he mainly listens to in the car,
and is looking to get Freedom Flight which I think he
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“The key to success in anything
is mental attitude.”

will find most pertinent. If
his desire to win is strong
enough, he will do what he
needs to achieve that goal.
Why Lanny Bassham? Because he is a winner, his
mental management system is based on all he put
together so he could dominate rifle shooting, making
him an Olympics and world champion, which he
then turned into a business (www.mentalmanagement.com). There are many other resources they offer
that go well to enhance Lanny’s work (even products
directed at archers and coaches).
NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) is another approach which is especially useful for teaching
methods and re-enforcement. Malcolm Gladwell’s
books (Blink and Tipping Point), show that body language is not only a manifestation of the mind but that
positive body language, working in reverse, will raise
one’s mental state. The inner game of golf gives great
examples of instructing on body movement by asking
or thinking about moving the bones of the body,
rather than activating muscles to make a movement—
“Raise your arm,” “lower your elbow,” thinking about
the bones of the body as sticks. How many times have
you heard some coaches say “use your back muscles”?
The stack of books on sport psychology is far big-

ger than that of archery
books. I would expect
coaches and competitive
archers alike to have similarly large collection of books exploring the mental
game. In the UK, especially Scotland, the winter
months negate much shooting outdoors, and even
with the luxury of a 70 m indoor shooting facility
such as our club has, the fact that it is unheated means
that practicing at temperatures such as -2° C (29° F),
well such sessions are not protracted. This gave me
the winter months to study many avenues of psychology literature, Zen and the Art of Archery, being one
of many. It is up to you as coach to know and live with
a good mental attitude and be able to recommend to
your archers what resources they should be studying.
In my book The Art of Repetition, I stated my feeling that all the aspects that are needed to give an individual success are like a jigsaw puzzle, each individual
has their own puzzle, and while many of the pieces are
the same for all of the others, the rest will have to suit
that individual. As a coach recommending resources,
you will need to be very familiar with them so that
when your archers are digesting the knowledge they
are able to discuss how they interpret what they are
studying with you, so not only will you have the

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery
for Beginning Coaches!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to
teach it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Makes A Great Gift for New Coaches
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“Some coaches like an open
stance, this requires the archer
to have a twist induced into the
body that some feel give a rigidity, I feel that there is a possibility that when the archer is tired
or it is windy the archer will
unwind during the shot, increasing the group size.”

knowledge to guide them
but you may well find they
give you another perspective of how it is interpreted.
The last area I will
address is body position:
why and what position the
archer’s body should be in
prior to the shot. The crux
of any shot sequence is
“Can it be repeated and
maintained in varying conditions and duration?” As I
have told many archers “you can hold the bow in any
position you like and when you let go, the arrow goes
in the ten you have succeeded, but can you do it time
after time.” The question the archer must consider is
“what can I do that will make it easier for me to repeat
the movement time after time?” The hand position in
the grip should be fully relaxed and remain so
throughout the shot. To achieve this, the inside of the
forearm should be behind the center of the bow to
help enable the hand to relax and the pressure to be
taken up through the line of the arm. I think of my
bow arm, from the shoulder, as a stick with a Y at the
end to rest the grip in. The string should be drawn to
the center or front corner of the chin bone and held
firmly against it (see Korean archers). This helps to
negate the string being drawn any further back. The

forearm of the drawing arm
should be fully relaxed, a
good way of testing your
students for this is: without
equipment get the archer to
adopt the body/arm position when they are ready to
draw the bow, then placing
your left hand behind the
drawing arm elbow, get the
archer to mimic drawing
the bow with you resisting
the movement of the
archer’s elbow, this you may have used before to get
the archer to find the feeling of draw pressure. In
addition to this, with your right hand hold the archers
wrist and move the forearm in and out, if the archer is
able to keep the forearm muscles relaxed, you should
be able to move the archer’s forearm without resistance, if, however, there is resistance they are tensing
muscles in the forearm which is not desired.
This can be practiced at home by the archer using
the Formaster/Ad Astra Shot Trainer elbow cup, ideally only the finger tendons should be activated in the
forearm. This is coupled with the upper arm rotating
to the proper position. At full draw ideally the forearm of the drawing arm should be in line with the
arrow as seen from the side and above. Where possiContinued on Page 39

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel,
and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright
side, although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she
ends up a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach),
road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains
of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow
and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds
while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her
journey.
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Available Everywhere!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
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ble if you were to extend the arrow through the forearm it would exit through the lower joint of the elbow.
During the draw the archer’s focus must be on the
feeling of the draw and alignment of the body, this is
assisted by maintaining eye focus on the arrow being
drawn though the clicker, until the clicker starts to
close on the bow as the point slides under the clicker.
Once the position of full draw is achieved, the
archer’s final focus can be switched to the sight on the
target, once switched to the Aim it should not switch
back to the clicker. Close videoing of the archer’s eye
movement will be able to confirm where the archers
focus is throughout the shot. Once at full draw, the
pressure should be being directed along the length of
the arrow, the bow pressed towards the target, with
the pressure only coming from the shoulder, and the
draw elbow away from the target. The movement to
get the clicker to activate should only come from the
front shoulder while the position and pressure of the
string on the chin must be maintained. So relative to
the ground, the arrow is
held still and the riser
moved forward. There is
only a limited movement
available in the shoulder
and this is only possible if
your archer is not overdrawing. When an archer is overdrawing the shoulders are fully extended so it is not possible to activate
the clicker by pressing forward the shoulder girdle,
therefore the archer either has move the head away
from the bow and/or rotate the draw elbow. So at full
draw the archer should only have 3 mm or 4 mm
(1/8–3/16 ) left to activate the clicker, with enough
extension in the front shoulder girdle to press the bow
directly forward. At full draw the string’s position relative to the chest guard should remain stationary, if
the string moves away from the target at full draw it
shows that the archer is activating the clicker by
pulling the arrow away from the target.
String picture is a key mechanism to maintain
body position, as I have suggested before, the string
should remain on the line of focus: string, sight ring,
and target all on the same line. Maintaining this picture ensures that the head is not rotating at full draw.
The body should be in a position such that the
string is clear of the chest at full draw and that on
release the string does not come in contact with the
arm until the nock has been released from the string.
The archer’s focus should deliberately remain on the
point of focus until the arrow has hit the target. (This

timing for this should be the time it takes for the
arrow to hit the target at their longest distance) The
body is very good at anticipating what the next part of
any repetitive sequence will be, without deliberately
maintaining the shot position the archer will tend to
relax before the shot is completed, this is “finishing
the shot.”
Foot positioning on the line needs to be consistent, opening or closing the foot position can lead to
the arrows moving left or right on the target. Foot
markers for outdoor can be very effective in maintaining foot position. Some coaches like an open
stance, this requires the archer to have a twist induced
into the body that some feel give a rigidity, I feel that
there is a possibility that when the archer is tired or it
is windy the archer will unwind during the shot,
increasing the group size. I feel that the best position
is when the archer’s body naturally points to the centre of the target. To achieve this, get the archer to
carry out closed eye release (Closed Eye Release –
draw and aim with the eyes
open, once the bow is on
centre, the archer should
close their eyes and continue the shot visualizing the
sight on the gold at 30m, to
start with.) With closed eye
shooting if the feet are in the neutral position the
arrows will continue to impact centrally on the target,
if the impact is left or right adjust the feet position
accordingly to maintain the group in the centre. Once
they are confident at 30 m, they can move to longer
distances adjusting the foot position to maintain the
group centrally. I expect archers to be able to maintain
their group size and position even with their eyes
closed at 70 m.

“I would expect the archer to be
able to maintain their group size
and position even with their
eyes closed at 70 m.”
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In Conclusion
From the start of a person’s participation in archery, I
think that they should be working in a framework
that is just built upon. A no point should the archer
have to change what they do to get to the next level
to shoot more consistently, it should always be a progression.
When discussing shooting and coaching all the
aspects of equipment, psychology, fitness, training,
practice, competitions, shooting style etc, tend to be
seen as separate aspects, it must be remembered that
they are all heavily interlocked and therefore must be
dealt with together.
Continued on the Next Page
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I hope that in some
part, you have found this
series of articles of benefit. I
must thank Steve for his
patience in working with
me. I have thoroughly
enjoyed understanding his
take on the various aspects
of archery we have covered
over this series. I hope that,
you the reader, have been
given a balanced view of those aspects covered.

and coaches are quite prone
to this, often combined
with thinking that shooting
wioth a different bow or
different arrows is what is
needed (it usually isn’t).
This persistence means
that you and your archers
have to be focused intently
on assessing their performance. If they are not getting better (higher scores, smaller groups, more
consistency, however you define “better”) you need to
be doing something else.
Since this is close to year’s end, at some point it is
a very good idea to take a step back and look at it all.
Every coach and archer can ask themselves “What
have I done well this year?” This is really important,
especially for archers as they are usually focused on
fixing things that aren’t working, so their state rarely
changes (work, work, work … fix, fix, fix). Spending
some time realizing how many things got fixed and
improved can really help one’s attitude, especially
toward the work needing to be invested in getting
even better.
We can also ask “What have we learned?”
Archery is a journey in which you are trying to learn
about your strengths and weakness and improve upon
both (coaches and archers). Learning is a key element
of that, both in learning about oneself and learning
about one’s sport/craft. The Basshams have a saying
“you either win or learn, there is no lose.” To which I
add, you can win and learn, too.
Finally, be sure to ask yourself “What will I/we do
differently from here on?” This is to prevent that definition of insanity from being triggered.

“Foot positioning on the line
needs to be consistent, opening
or closing the foot position can
lead to the arrows moving left or
right on the target. Foot markers
for outdoor can be very effective
in maintaining foot position.”

Steve Continues …
Simon and I agree that we could continue writing on
this topic almost without end, but that is not our purpose, so this constitutes “the end.” (I will try to keep
Simon “in the fold” writing as he has so much coaching wisdom to share.)
We began this series with the realization that in
the “old days” when the FITA Round was an international competitive fixture, there were articles about
how to reach the 1000 score level, and 1100 and 1200
levels, and the elite level, of 1300. But the FITA
Round was retired and what would happen regarding
giving advice as to how to help archers “on the way
up.” We decided that we could use the Ranking
Round as such a framework, but also figured out how
scores on other popular rounds could be used similarly (see our first article) and we set out to address what
things were important to focus upon while helping
archers reach these plateaus of accomplishment. We
addressed equipment, training, technique, the mental
game, the whole enchilada, for almost every stage.
And now that we have you getting your archers up to
seriously good scores, what else is needed?
I am going to make this fairly simple at this point.
You need … a mental skill!
You and Your Archers Need Dogged Persistence
Your archers have to stick to it and you have to help
them get and stay focused and energized upon what
they need to do. My basic philosophy is that if you
aren’t trying to get better, you are probably getting
worse, so “sticking to it” is the prime thing. Key to
this is knowing why you are doing things. Mindless
practice will not get you anywhere. If you do not
know where you are going, you will not be able to tell
if you got there! And I am reminded of the famous
definition of insanity which is “doing the same thing
over and over and expecting different results.” Archers
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I wish you luck and wonderful challenges in the coming days! Steve
“Nothing in this world can take the place of persistence.
Talent will not: nothing is more common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius
is almost a proverb. Education will not: the world is full
of educated derelicts. Persistence and determination alone
are omnipotent.” Calvin Coolidge
A Guide to This Series
Issue 20-1 How to Elevate the Status of Serious
Competitive Archers
Issue 20-2 Getting to 500: Motivation
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Issue 20-3
Issue 20-4
Issue 20-5
Issue 20-6
Issue 21-1
Issue 21-2
Issue 21-3
Issue 21-4
Issue 21-5
Issue 22-1
Issue 22-2
Issue 22-3
Issue 22-4
Issue 22-5
Issue 22-6
Issue 23-1

Getting to 500: Equipment
Getting to 500: Training
Getting to 500: Tuning
Getting to 550: Getting Started
Getting to 550: Equipment Upgrades
Getting to 550: Strength and Stamina
Getting to 550: Tuning
Getting to 600: It Starts with Planning
Getting to 600: Equipment Upgrades
Getting to 600: Working with Coaches
Getting to 600: Refinements
Getting to 600: The Mental Game
Getting to 650: Getting Really Serious
Getting to 650: How to Win
Getting to 650: Finishing Touches
Getting to 650: Conclusion

opportunity because I learned a great deal working
with him. I hope you did, too. Steve

“Archery is a journey in which
you are trying to learn about
your strengths and weakness
and improve upon both (coaches
and archers). Learning is a key
element of that, both in learning
about oneself and learning about
one’s sport/craft.”

Postscript I absolutely must publically thank Simon
Needham for, first, his willingness to engage in this
project and then all of his hard work in pulling it off.
I pitched this series for just him to do and he countered with “Let’s do it together.” This turned out to be
a good idea because Simon’s strength is in Recurve
(he was an Olympian after all) and mine is in
Compound (although not nearly as accomplished as
is Simon) and I will be ever grateful to him for this

Need Help Running an Archery Program?
Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a
public archery program. Whether teaching archery to kids at a camp,
teaching archery to adults in a park, or running an archery range at an
archery pro shop, this how-to manual will give you all the information
that you need to set up and operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts
and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a glossary of terms, and
useful forms that you can duplicate and use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an
effective recreational archery program. Included are many of the ideas
and techniques that have been used by Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA
) to serve more than 10,000 recreational archers every year.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books
for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

Getting Serious:Helping
Them Develop Their Skills
Part of Archery Coach Fundamentals by AER

“Rank beginners are focused on
learning technique, basically
how to “do it right,” but once
one has a fairly consistent technique, the focus needs to shift to
acquiring skill.”

Over and over again we
have said that archery is a
repetition sport and that
one must practice until
one’s shot feels almost automatic. But is this the best
way to learn how to shoot
with skill? Obviously rank
beginners are focused on
learning technique, basically how to “do it right,” but
once one has a fairly consistent technique, the focus
needs to shift to acquiring skill. Archery skill is being
able to adapt to changes occurring in the archer’s
environment, the archer’s equipment, and even in
themselves.
So, how do coaches teach “archery skill?” We suggest that the best techniques involve variations in
those conditions imposed (aka suggested) by you.
Here’s an example.

An Example of Variation in Practice
In target archery, one’s stance changes but little, usually only to deal with wind but in field archery, one’s
stance can change from target to target or even from
arrow to arrow at the same target (targets that include
walk-ups, fans, multiple shooting positions).
Ask your archers to shoot successive arrows from
stances that are wider, narrower, and normal in quick
succession. Often we forget that the goal is being in
Archery Focus

balance at full draw (so as to
be still), not in having a
“correct stance.”
You can ask them to
switch between square,
open, and closed stances
between shots also.
These drills get them to
focus upon what is important, which is being still at full draw. They also can
tune into the sensations in their bodies that are caused
by these stance changes.

Other Skill Drills
A classic drill used to help archers develop skill in
shooting in the wind is to give them aiming off practice by deliberately mis-setting their sights. By misadjusting both elevation and windage settings, an
arrow aimed at the center will strike off center. This
makes for a good “aiming off ” practice session and
can be used as a basis for contests. Set two archers’
sights “off ” and then have them contest as to who can
get the better score out of 3-6 arrows.
Staging shoot-offs between two students can
simulate the pressure of an actual shoot-off. If you
have a number of students, pair them off and have
them come to the line in pairs with you giving them
the number of shots (1-3) they are to take to break
Continued on the Next Page
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their “tie.” Similarly, you can create time
pressure by staging a one arrow shoot-off
with a timer (You!) who counts down from 20
seconds out loud. Then you can vary the amount
of time to smaller numbers of seconds to increase the
“pressure.”
Another drill you an do, one that simulates the
feeling of exhilaration one can get from pressurepacked moments, is to have the two contestants do
some rigorous exercise for 20-30 seconds prior to a
ten second, one arrow shoot-off (or other). This can
be Push-ups or Jumping Jacks, or any callisthenic drill
that you can do on the spot, even vigorous running in
place works. (Obviously if the shooting line is muddy,
push-ups are not appropriate, so conditions may dictate what is doable.)
Ask your students about what they were feeling
after one of these exercises. In a group setting, having
your students share these perceptions will help them
realize that everyone feels “competition pressure” and
feels it in different ways.
Skill Development
In the past, we expected our archers to pick up skill
development through competition, but this is quite
haphazard and doesn’t effectively prepare students for
what they are to encounter. Dealing with environmental variations (wind shifts, rain, sun-to-shade,

“Learning about time pressure
on the fly is not as effective as
introducing the idea of timed
shoots in practice, so they
become comfortable. Set up a
timer and allow your students to
shoot under its influence.”
etc.), equipment failures, form breakdowns, all require
skill development and you can help by creating drills
and games that involve such occurrences.
Learning about time pressure on the fly is not as
effective as introducing the idea of timed shoots in
practice, so they become comfortable. Set up a timer
and allow your students to shoot under its influence.
(Most intermediate archers, especially if young, shoot
very fast, so this is not a problem … usually.) Then
hide the clock and ask them at the end of their shooting how much time they have left. (Helping them
develop an innate sense of the amount of time
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involved is worthwhile.) Also, have them determine
how many let-downs they can perform and still “beat
the clock.” You can do this by having them shoot
quality shots one after the other until the end time
runs out. If a six-arrow end allows them to shoot nine
arrows in good order, then three let-downs are permissible. If in a three arrow end, when say only one
let-down is permissible, and your archer needs two,
then they know they must hurry to get off their third
shot.
While there are ways to do these skills, these are
not just shooting techniques. This is not about how to
fashion a shot so that it is accurate and consistent.
This is about the abilities that are much harder to
acquire which is how to make accurate consistent
shots under conditions that vary from perfect. This is

“Dealing with environmental
variations (wind shifts, rain, sunto-shade, etc.), equipment failures, form breakdowns, all
require skill development and
you can help by creating drills
and games that involve such
occurrences.”
about dealing with our own changes in mood and
changes in the level of our personal energy day to day.
This is about dealing with your equipment when it
malfunctions.
We say that archery is a voyage of self-discovery
as you will learn about yourself as you learn about the
sport. All of these things are personal. Each archer has
specific things they do that result in poor scores. Bows
break down in various ways, but their bow and their
arrows will have their own tendencies. Learning about
them allows your charges to score better when the
scoring conditions aren’t optimal.
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Still Can’t Get Enough on Coaching?
In this sequel to Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, and Even More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve
Ruis addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels. Archery Focus magazine Editor Steve Ruis’s first coaching
book, Coaching Archery focussed on serving beginning-tointermediate coaches and is the best selling archery coaching
book available. All of the subsequent books are addressed to all
archery coaches of all levels.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Finally, An Archery Book for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
Archery Focus
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New in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . . and . . . .yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.
The
Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows
out of bows but on how to coach
people to do that better.

and Available Now! Volume 2

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Archers

Getting Serious:
Is It Your Fault?
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER

“Did you do something wrong or
was it something involving your
equipment or did the environmental conditions change? You
will have to answer this question over and over.”

Whenever an arrow goes
astray (“What, a 3, argh!”)
archers are faced with a
conundrum: did you do
something wrong or was
it something involving
your equipment or did the
environmental conditions
change? You will have to
answer this question over and over. And you need
to be able to figure this out because if you think
that “3” was because of a wind shift and it was really the screws on your sight block coming loose, you
are trying to fix the wrong problem.
When you were just getting started, like all
beginners, you were “outcome oriented,” that is
your concern was whether or not you hit the target
or hit target center (Bull’s eye!). It wasn’t long
before you found out that you needed to focus
upon your technique, not just the target if you
wanted to hit it consistently, so within days, if not
hours, you were focused upon “doing shots right.”
There was a right way and a wrong way for every
part of a shot. If you did everything the right way,
you got a hit; if you did anything wrong, you got a
miss … or so it seemed.
Now that you are getting serious about your
archery, we hate to break it to you, but each of those
poorly scoring arrows is your fault, but not in the way
you think. Yes, you will do things wrong, but more
Archery Focus

often than not, there is
something else involved.
If the wind was blowing
hardly at all and then it
started blowing quite a
bit, and you didn’t notice
that small fact, then you
can execute a perfect shot
(for no wind) and still
miss. Your mistake is in not noticing the shift in
conditions and correcting your aim for the wind.
The same is true if some part of your bow comes
loose (arrow rest, clicker, sight, etc.) and it changes
the bow’s performance and you do not notice, and
so on.
All of these things happen to all archers, from
time to time. You cannot depend on basic technique, no matter how good it is, to carry you in
these cases. If you shoot perfect shots but they
aren’t scoring well because of something that went
wrong with your equipment, you could do something foolish, like trying to correct your technique,
thus messing up the high quality shot that you
spent a great deal of time building!
After you acquire reasonably good technique,
that is you can shoot fairly tight groups at normal
distances under benign conditions, you need to
shift your emphasis off of learning archery technique and onto learning archery skills. This is not
Continued on the Next Page
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to say that you won’t continue to refine
your technique, because you will. It is just
that if you don’t learn these other skills,
you won’t perform at all well and you could
very well lose interest in the sport.
So What Are These Skills?
There are many of these and you may want to
make a list and add to it as you discover them. In
the old days archers learned this through competition experience, but that is doing this the hard way.
If you can identify the things you need to learn to
do, you can learn these through practice and avoid
competition failures.
One of the necessary skills you will need is
being able to diagnose when your bow/arrows are
malfunctioning. Learn all you can about your
equipment. Learn how to anchor screws/bolts so
they do not come lose (due to the vibrations left in
your bow from every shot). (Learn which
screws/bolts cannot be locked in place as they need
to be used to make adjustments!) Learn how to
detect if the strings or cables on your bow are failing or near failure. Learn how to tell if an arrow is
bent or cracked or components have come loose.
Learn all you can. It will come in handy.

“There was a right way and a
wrong way for every part of a
shot. If you did everything the
right way you got a hit; if you
did anything wrong you got a
miss … or so it seemed.”
Another set of skills you will need to acquire is
skills for coping with changes in your environment, typically weather. If it starts raining, do you
know what to do? And, no, they will not call the
tournament because of rain. Delays for lightning
do occur, but we have seen lightning-free downpours that have resulted in frogs drowning and the
tournament was not called.
Archers who are prepared for the possibility of
it raining during their shoots, usually have appropriate clothing and boots to don in such an event.
They have shot in these “rain clothes” before and
know how they feel. They also know how their
scores are affected (most people’s end scores go
down when it rains) and, more importantly they
know what happens to everyone else’s scores, too.
They know that shots often tend to impact low

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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“Shooting in the wind always
affects scores. There are a number of ways to deal with wind,
one of the simplest is to ‘aim
off’ which is short for ‘to aim off
of center.’”
during rain storms, so you have to compensate for
this if it happens. Good rain and wind shooters
know that if wind comes up or it starts to rain that
it helps them and it is a good sign of better
prospects. This is because they are prepared and
know what to do. Many of their competitors, well,
they are still learning.
Shooting in the wind always affects scores.
There are a number of ways to deal with wind, one
of the simplest is to “aim off ” which is short for “to
aim off of center.” The idea is to shoot toward the
side the wind is coming from so that the wind will
blow the arrow toward the target’s center. The
winning shot in the 1996 Olympics (Atlanta)
men’s individual competition was shot at eleven
o’clock in the black ring. If it had gone straight, it
would have scored a 3 or 4. As it was it scored a 9.

Aiming off requires thinking and practice. Your coach can help you with drills
and mental tools to help you stay “on target.” There are completely different techniques to use as well.
A very important skill to acquire is the self
knowledge of your tendencies to err. All archers
have tendencies for particular mistakes in form or
execution. A common one is not holding up one’s
bow arm through the followthrough. Doing this is
a form flaw called “dropping your bow arm.”
Everyone drops their bow arm at the end of a shot
… but not until the shot is well over. If your arm
drops immediately, “immediately” creeps over to
become between “just after” and “just before” the
arrow leaves the bow string. If the arm drop occurs
just before the arrow leaves, the shot will be low. If
this is your primary reason for shooting low shots,
then you need to keep this tendency of yours on a
mental list, along with all of your other tendencies
that result in left or right or high shots. If, during
a competition, you shoot a low arrow and there
seems to be no equipment or environmental reason
that makes sense, then the most likely candidate
for the low arrow was you dropping your bow arm.
Continued on the Next Page

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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On your next
shot, you place a
tiny bit more
emphasis on keeping
your bow arm “up”
through
your
followthrough and if the
shot comes out normal,
you have found your “fix.”
Expert archers use another skill in these situations. They do a quick review of the last shot from
memory to see if they can spot a cause for the poor
shot. If their bow arm felt a little heavy toward the
end, they may identify dropping their bow arm as
the cause of that low shot. All of this is from a rerun of your memory of that shot. This is a skill you
can learn. You have up until 20-30 seconds after a
shot to review this “short term memory” replay of
your last shot. If you wait any longer than that, you
will not get a true reading of what you did. To
practice this, set up a shooting station with some
optical help (spotting scope, binoculars, etc.).
Shoot shots and immediately after the string is
released, close your eyes. Play back the memory of
that shot, culminating in the sight picture of where
your aperture was when the shot went off. Call
your shot, that is speak the location of the aperture
out loud, for example, “3 o’clock in the 9-ring.”

Then check your target
with your optics. Expert
archers can “call their
shots” quite accurately. Of
course, you need a lot of
skill, well-tuned bow and
arrows, to do this well, but
if you are just starting, it is
not only okay, but recommended, to shoot at shorter than normal distances
at larger than normal target faces.
Your coach can help you with many of these
skills by providing games and drills that help you
learn them.

“Another set of skills you will
need to acquire is skills for coping with changes in your environment, typically weather. If it
starts raining, do you know what
to do?”

Finally, An Archery Book for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores
with text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have
about the sport they are embracing. And, each chapter ends with a
Q&A session based on the most common question kids ask about
archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Makes a Great Gift for a Young Archer
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.

A ll Titles A v ailable on Amazo n.co m
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